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SOA Composer provides CA Gen developers with the capability to design and generate 

EAB source code that creates XML documents and SOAP messages for your CA Gen 

application.  

 

Now, you can turn your CA Gen transaction into either a consumer or provider of web ser-

vices without needing to know the intricacies of XML and SOAP. SOA Composer handles 

all of the issues related to the structural and data content validation of XML documents 

and messages as well as domain conversion and data formatting.  

 

Using the tool’s built in code snippet capability, SOA Composer can generate platform-

specific customized code that handles the technical and security issues related to sending 

or receiving SOAP messages from the internet. 

 

SOA Composer allows developers to focus on the business logic associated with the CA 

Gen application rather than the design and syntax of the SOAP messages and the issuing 

of the web service call. 

 

 BENEFITS 

 Creation of SOAP Request and Response handlers for both consumers and providers 

of Web Services 

 Validation of XML documents and SOAP messages for content and structure 

 Conversion of attribute domains between CA Gen views and XML definition 

 Mapping of CA Gen views to XSDs, WSDLs, XML samples and custom XML structures  

 Generation of EAB source code for all CA Gen platforms  

 Built-in customizable code snippets for platform-specific internet access 

 

OUR COMMITMENT TO CA GEN USERS 

 

Canam Software is committed to the continued delivery of innovative and cost effective 

solutions for the CA Gen user community. We are the only reporting and XML vendor that 

has consistently provided solutions for the diverse and growing technology target platforms 

supported by CA Gen. Our XML solution has grown with the capabilities of CA Gen, from 

basic XML readers and writers to the creation of SOAP interfaces for the web. We continue 

to work towards providing effective solutions to the CA Gen community keeping in mind the 

need to protect your investment against future technology changes. 

  

consume or provide web services 

XML and SOAP enable Gen apps 


